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and Temporal User Densities
Hakim Ghazzai, Member, IEEE, Elias Yaacoub, Senior Member, IEEE, Mohamed-Slim Alouini, Fellow,

IEEE, Zaher Dawy, Senior Member, IEEE, and Adnan Abu-Dayya, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Base station deployment in cellular networks is one
of the fundamental problems in network design. This paper
proposes a novel method for the cell planning problem for the
fourth generation (4G) cellular networks using meta-heuristic
algorithms. In this approach, we aim to satisfy both cell cover-
age and capacity constraints simultaneously by formulating an
optimization problem that captures practical planning aspects.
The starting point of the planning process is defined through
a dimensioning exercise that captures both coverage and ca-
pacity constraints. Afterwards, we implement a meta-heuristic
algorithm based on swarm intelligence (e.g., particle swarm
optimization or the recently-proposed grey wolf optimizer) to
find suboptimal base station locations that satisfy both problem
constraints in the area of interest which can be divided into sev-
eral subareas with different spatial user densities. Subsequently,
an iterative approach is executed to eliminate eventual redundant
base stations. We also perform Monte Carlo simulations to
study the performance of the proposed scheme and compute the
average number of users in outage. Next, the problems of green
planning with regards to temporal traffic variation and planning
with location constraints due to tight limits on electromagnetic
radiations are addressed, using the proposed method. Finally,
in our simulation results, we apply our proposed approach for
different scenarios with different subareas and user distributions
and show that the desired network quality of service targets are
always reached even for large-scale problems.

Index Terms—LTE Cellular Network Planning, Coverage and
Cell Capacity Dimensioning, Green Planning, Electromagnetic
Radiation Exposure, Meta-Heuristic Algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network planning is a classical but important problem in

designing cellular networks. It mostly includes the planning

of base stations (BSs) by optimizing their locations and con-

figurations in order to provide full coverage of the service area

with respect to the traffic requirements, available capabilities,

and the desired quality of service (QoS) [2]–[4]. Under these

constraints, the main objective is to reduce the total cost
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for deploying and expanding the cellular system. Indeed, this

fundamental planning task is a result of optimization problems

to determine the number and the locations of the BSs in order

to meet coverage and capacity requirements. The problem

requires the knowledge of several parameters as inputs related

to the employed technology and the geographical distribution

of the traffic demand which increases its complexity and makes

the optimal problem solution difficult if not impossible to

reach.

Several work have been proposed to study the deployment of

BSs. Most of these studies were based on heuristic approaches

to solve this NP-Hard problem [5]. For instance, [6] and [7]

employed the tabu search and the genetic algorithm, respec-

tively, to preform cell planning for code division multiple

access systems. Few previous works dealt with optimizing

the BS locations for fourth generation long term evolution

(4G-LTE). The authors in [8] proposed a mixed integer pro-

gramming model with the use of the method of the Pareto

front and multi-objective tabu search to optimize cell planning.

Another approach, presented in [9], proposed to determine the

BS locations based on stochastic models such as the Poisson

point process and considering the average squared error of the

coverage probability as goodness criterion. In [10], the authors

proposed an algorithm for joint uplink/downlink universal

mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) radio planning

with the objective of minimizing total power consumption in

the network. The problem is subdivided into two components

that are executed successively: First, the authors aimed to find

the optimal positions of a fixed number of UMTS BSs in the

area of interest. The optimal locations of BSs are obtained

by solving an optimization problem that aims to minimize

the total downlink power expenditure and, at the same time,

the uplink outage that depends on the power capabilities of

mobile stations (MSs) under different constraints that maintain

an acceptable QoS and satisfy the power budget. As a second

step, the authors proposed an algorithm to select the minimal

cardinality set of BSs with fixed locations. In [11], the authors

started by placing randomly a high number of BSs in the area

of interest. Then, they employed an iterative algorithm based

on user snapshot studies to eliminate redundant BSs. Similarly,

the authors in [12] proposed a heuristic algorithm to meet

green objectives by selecting BSs from a predefined set of

candidates. The proposed solutions did not present a general

solution as the elimination step depends on the user realization

and the selected BS locations may vary from a realization

to another. Moreover, most of the proposed schemes are not

adapted to a given area divided into several subareas with

varied user densities. Indeed, it is useful to consider an area
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of interest consisting of multiple subareas with different user

densities, e.g., if it comprises a shopping or business district

located near a residential area, where the characteristics of

each of these subareas should be considered in the planning

process instead of the traditional uniform user densities.

In this paper, we propose an optimized LTE-Advanced radio

planning method by formulating a combinatorial optimization

problem that aims to find the optimal locations of the minimum

number of BSs to be deployed in a given area of interest while

respecting two important constraints in the planning process:

the area coverage constraint and the cell capacity constraint.

We propose to exploit swarm intelligence in order to solve the

planning optimization problem for varied spatial and temporal

user densities. After evaluating the link power budget and

estimating the number of BSs needed to be deployed and

their radius using a radio propagation model, we employ meta-

heuristic algorithms based on swarm intelligence to find their

suboptimal locations. In our study, we propose to employ the

particle optimization algorithm (PSO) [13] in addition to the

recently proposed grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [14]. Then, we

compare their performances and their speed of convergence

with the probabilistic metaheuristic algorithm: The simulated

annealing (SA) [15]. Finally, we eliminate redundant BSs

using a low complexity iterative algorithm. This is performed

by dividing the area of interest into several subareas charac-

terized by different user densities and taking into account both

the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) directions, LTE resource

allocation, and intercell interference. Afterwards, we apply

the proposed method to ensure a proactive green planning

that takes into consideration the temporal traffic variation. In

this approach, based on traffic statistics, the mobile operator

can identify the BSs to be turned off during night or low

traffic period from the planning stage, in order to optimize

the energy efficiency during post-deployment network op-

eration. Moreover, we adapt the proposed method to solve

the planning problem with location constraints whereby the

placement of BSs is not allowed in some regions of the area

of interest, e.g., due to private property or electromagnetic

radiation constraints [10]. In addition, we apply our proposed

planning approach to the case where femtocells, that offload

an amount of the traffic from cellular networks, are deployed

in the area of interest and to the case of LTE heterogeneous

(hetnet) networks where macrocell BSs and small cell BSs

co-exist. The performance evaluation of the proposed method

is performed using Monte Carlo simulations that measure the

average percentage of users in outage.

Compared to previous proposed approaches, our planning

method for LTE-Advanced is first based on an estimation of

the total number of BSs using the dimensioning phase where

all the system parameters are taken into account. Second, it is

not limited to a finite set of predefined BS locations, allows

the operator to optimize both cell capacity and coverage con-

straints simultaneously, and tries to find the minimal number of

BSs to be deployed. Third, it considers more realistic scenarios

depending on user densities in neighboring areas for which a

network is being planned instead of focusing on the traditional

single uniform region. In addition, it simultaneously encloses

the spatial and temporal user density variation, the location

constraint problem, and the identification of the BSs that would

be turned off since the planning stage. Finally, our approach

takes resource allocation into account and is applicable with

any radio resource management algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the dimensioning phase and the formulated optimiza-

tion problem. Section III describes the proposed algorithm

based on the meta-heuristic algorithms. In Section IV, the

optimization problem is reformulated to deal with the green

planning and electromagnetic radiation exposure problem. The

performance evaluation method is presented in Section V.

Next, simulation results are given in Section VI. Finally,

Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In cellular networks, coverage and capacity should be

considered simultaneously in order to avoid limited range of

coverage [16]. In this section, we formulate an optimization

problem that fulfills the coverage and data rate requirements

by deploying the minimum number of BSs. Indeed, network

operators need to place their BSs in a manner that allows

each user in the service area to communicate with at least

one of these BSs. On the other hand, mobile operators have

to meet their user QoSs by providing the needed throughput

for the service operation. Thus, the objective is to find the

vectors xxx and yyy with dimension up to NBS (i.e., BS positions

in the Cartesian coordinate system) that satisfy the planning

constraints where NBS is the initial number of candidate BSs

to deploy. We assume that each BS is equipped with NS sector

antennas as it is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna gain is set to 18
dBi and its pattern is given in (36) in Section V. The aim is to

serve an area with a total surface denoted AT and expressed

in kilometer-square (km2). The area can be subdivided into

NArea subareas. Each subarea i is characterized by its surface

A(i) (i.e.,
∑NArea

i=1 A(i) = AT ) and a particular user density

function Di. For instance, the density could be a uniform

distribution with a given user density per km2 or a normal

(Gaussian) distribution corresponding to concentrated users in

a hotspot region and then the density is reduced as we move

away from the center, etc. A dimensioning phase is initially

performed to find the radius RBS of cells and an estimate of

NBS base stations as a function of the given coverage and

capacity constraints. In addition, it gives an estimate of the

number of users that can be served simultaneously by a BS

that we denote by NUBS
.

A. Initial Dimensioning Phase

Coverage dimensioning: This phase begins by computing

the radio link budget [17]. The link budget estimates the

maximum allowed signal attenuation between the mobile and

the BS antenna. An example of radio link budget of UL

and DL directions for LTE networks is given in Table I in

Section VI. The radio link budget parameters are selected from

[17], [18]. In LTE, orthogonal frequency division multiple

access (OFDMA) is the access scheme for the DL while single

carrier frequency division multiple access (SCFDMA) is used

in UL. The available spectrum is divided into resource blocks

(RB) consisting of 12 adjacent subcarriers. The DL and UL
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Fig. 1: Three sector antenna base stations serving an hexagonal

cell.

maximum allowed path losses (MAPLs) can be compared

together to determine whether UL or DL coverage is limited

and thus determine the cell range accordingly. The cell ranges

are calculated using the COST-231-HATA propagation model,

which computes the path loss, denoted PL [19]. Thus, we can

determine the cell radius RBS = (d|PL=MAPL) where MAPL

is computed after elaborating the UL and DL budgets. Once

RBS is fixed, the number of BSs needed to cover the area of

interest NCov
BS is given as follows:

NCov
BS =

⌈

AT

SCell

⌉

, (1)

where the symbol ⌈.⌉ denotes ceiling function and SCell

is the surface of the cell with radius RBS. For instance,

SCell = π(RBS)
2

for a circular cell and SCell =
3
√
3

2 (RBS)
2

for a hexagonal cell.

Capacity Dimensioning: The objective of this phase is to

determine an estimate of the maximum number of users NUBS

that can be served by one BS simultaneously, then, to find the

number of BSs NCap
BS required to satisfy the DL user data

rate. The DL data rate is only considered in this capacity

dimensioning phase as it is the limiting link in terms of

capacity provisioning due to the fact that it is usually higher

than the UL data rate. We assume that users have a target data

rate that they aim to achieve in DL, denoted R
(DL)
th . Thus,

NUBS
is defined as follows:

NUBS
=

⌊

NSC
s
Cell

R
(DL)
th

⌋

, (2)

where the symbol ⌊.⌋ denotes the floor function and Cs
Cell is

the cell capacity per sector antenna which corresponds to the

maximum data rate that will be shared between all connected

users to a sector antenna s and defined as Cs
Cell = B × SE

where B is the channel bandwidth in (Hz) while SE is the

spectral efficiency of the system in (bits\s\Hz). Thus, NCap
BS

is no more than the sum of the number of BSs NCap
BSi

needed

for each subarea i as follows:

NCap
BS =

NArea
∑

i=1

NCap
BSi

, (3)

where NCap
BSi

= DiA(i)
NUBS

, ∀i = 1, · · · , NArea, which exactly

corresponds to the number of users in subarea i divided by

the maximum number of simultaneously served users by a

cell.

Finally, the estimated number of BSs needed to cover the

whole area and satisfy the data rate requirement in each

subarea is given as follows:

NBS = max
(

NCov
BS , NCap

BS

)

. (4)

B. Optimization Problem Formulation

The optimization problem objective is to find the optimal

BS locations (xxx∗, yyy∗) that satisfy the cell capacity constraint

per subarea and the total coverage constraint.

Cell capacity constraint: We associate to each triplet (sector

s, BS j, subarea i) the parameter ρs,i,j , (0 ≤ ρs,i,j ≤ 1, ∀s =
1, · · · , NS, ∀i = 1, · · · , NArea and ∀j = 1, · · · , NBS) to

measure the presence of BS j in subarea i as follows:

ρs,i,j(xj , yj) =
as,i,j(xj , yj)

As,j

, (5)

where as,i,j(xj , yj) is the surface covered by sector s of BS

j having as coordinates (xj , yj) that intersects subarea i in

km2 and As,j is the total area covered by sector s of BS j.
Thus, the average number of users that can be served by a

sector antenna s of BS j in subarea i is
NUBS

NS
ρs,i,j(xj , yj)

since each sector antenna can serve, in total,
NUBS

NS
users.

Hence, if a sector antenna s of BS j is totally included

in the subarea i, then, ρs,i,j(xj , yj) = 1. If it is partially

included in the subarea i, ρs,i,j(xj , yj) will be less than 1.

ρs,i,j(xj , yj) = 0 if sector antenna s of BS j and subarea

i are disjoint. Therefore, in order to ensure that all users

in subarea i are served, the following expression has to be

satisfied:

NBS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

NUBS

NS
ρs,i,j(xj , yj) ≥ ηDiA(i), ∀i = 1, · · · , NArea,

(6)

where η is a tolerance parameter (0 ≤ η ≤ 1) added to relax

the capacity constraint.

Coverage constraint: We propose to distribute uniformly

over the area of interest Nref reference points that have to

be covered by at least one of the deployed BSs during the

planning phase. If all Nref points are covered, we can consider

that the area is totally covered. Note that increasing Nref

improves the precision of the problem’s solution; however, it

leads to higher problem complexity. We introduce the binary

variable γn, n = 1, · · · , Nref , to denote the state of reference

point n as follows:

γn(xxx,yyy) =

{

1 if point n is covered by at least one BS,
0 if point n is not covered by any BS.

(7)

A point n is considered covered by one BS if it is covered by

one of its sectors. Hence, in order to consider that the area is

totally covered, the following equation has to be satisfied:
Nref
∑

n=1

γn ≤ τNref . (8)
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where τ is a tolerance parameter 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 added to relax the

coverage constraint. Finally, let ǫNBS
be a vector that contains

the state of each BS as follows:

ǫj =

{

1 if BS j is deployed,
0 if BS j is redundant.

(9)

Indeed, in the planning phase, some deployed BSs can be

redundant and eliminated without affecting the coverage and

capacity constraints. Hence, the optimization problem is ex-

pressed as follows:

Minimize
x,y,ǫ

NBS
∑

j=1

ǫj , (10)

Subject to:

NBS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

NUBS

NS
ρs,i,j(xj , yj) ≥ ηDiA(i), ∀i = 1, · · · , NArea,

(11)

Nref
∑

n=1

γn (xxx,yyy) ≥ τNref , (12)

Note that the values γn and ρs,i,j depend directly on the BS

locations (i.e., (x,y)).
The planning phase is performed by cellular operators to

decide where to deploy base station sites in order to maintain

connectivity for long term variation based on average statistics,

whereas short term variation, e.g., due to mobility, could be

accounted for using different system level techniques such as

power control, link adaptation, congestion control, handovers,

etc.

III. PROPOSED CELL PLANNING METHOD

Generally, the BS location problem is NP-hard [5] and

the optimal solution is impossible to reach mainly for large-

scale problems and when considering an infinite set of pos-

sible BS locations. Evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic

algorithms [20], simulated annealing [15], PSO [13] and,

ant colony optimization [21], are good alternative choices.

Therefore, we propose to employ heuristic algorithms that

are based on swarm intelligence and can deal with an infinite

set of BS combinations unlike other algorithms (e.g., genetic

algorithm) that require a finite set of BS combinations to be

executed as it is used in [6], [11]. The proposed approach to

solve the optimization problem consists of two steps. First,

we start by placing the BSs by optimizing their locations

(x,y) by exploiting the random behavior of the PSO and

GWO algorithms, [13], [14]. Then, after fixing the positions

of all BSs, we propose to eliminate eventual redundant BSs

by dealing with the binary vector ǫ. Due to the following

advantages of PSO and GWO compared with the others, we

apply them for solving this planning problem: (i) their search

processes are simple and easy to implement by manipulat-

ing few numerical parameters (e.g., such as the number of

particles, inertial weights, and acceleration factors for PSO)

(ii) they require low computational cost attained from small

number of agents; and (iii) provide a good convergence speed

[14], [22]. The PSO algorithm is previously used in literature

in different fields while GWO is a recently proposed algorithm

which is not yet applied in engineering domain. Thus, we

propose to implement both algorithms to solve the planning

problem and study their performances.

A. Cell Planning Phase using Meta-Heuristic Algorithms

1) Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm for Cell Plan-

ning: The PSO idea was introduced in 1995 [13]. It is inspired

by swarm intelligence, social behavior, and food searching of a

bird flocking and fish schooling. The algorithm is widely used

in several wireless communication fields and rapidly developed

for its easy implementation and few particles required to be

tuned [23]–[25]. In our framework, the algorithm starts by

generating L particles W (l), l = 1, · · · , L of length 2NBS×1
to form an initial population S . The vector W (l) contains

random BS positions of the particle l within the area of interest

as follows:

W (l) =

[

x(l)

y(l)

]

. (13)

Then, the PSO computes the following two utilities U1
(l) and

U2
(l) achieved by each particle l:

U1
(l) =

{

−
∑Nref

n=1 γ
(l)
n , if (11) is satisfied by particle l,

0, else,

(14)

U2
(l) =

NArea
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

NBS
∑

j=1

NUBS

NS

NS
∑

s=1

ρ
(l)
s,i,j(WWW

(l))− ηDiA(i)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (15)

The utility function expressed in (14) corresponds to the

number of reference points covered by BSs. This utility is

set to 0 if the cell capacity constraint expressed in (11) is not

satisfied for at least one of the subareas. In other words, if the

cell capacity constraint is not satisfied, we assume that particle

l does not cover the area at all. On the other hand, the second

utility U2
(l) computes the difference between the number of

users served by particle l and the minimum number of users

that have to be served. In the case when all particles do not

satisfy the cell capacity constraint (11), the PSO will aim to

minimize U2 until satisfying the cell capacity constraint. Once

it finds a feasible solution, the PSO switches the utility to U1
(l)

and tries to minimize it until reaching −τNref .

At each iteration, PSO computes the global particle, denoted

W (global), that provides the best utility (i.e., either U1 or U2

depending on the feasibility of the particles in this iteration).

In addition, for each particle l, PSO maintains a record of the

position of its previous best performance, denoted W (l,local).

Then, at each iteration t, PSO computes a velocity term

V
(l)
w , ∀w = 1, · · · , 2NBS as follows:

V (l)
w (t+ 1) =ψV (l)

w (t) + c1φ1

(

W (l,local)
w (t)−W (l)

w (t)
)

+ c2φ2

(

W global
w (t)−W (l)

w (t)
)

, (16)

where ψ is the inertia weight and is used to control the

convergence speed. It is usually chosen between 0.8 and 1.2.

c1 and c2 represent the size of the step that the particle takes

toward its best individual local candidate solution WWW (l,local)

and the global best solution WWW global, respectively. Usually, we

choose c1 = c2 and close to 2. The parameters φ1 and φ2 are

two random positive numbers generated for each w (i.e., the
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element of the vector W (l)). Then, PSO updates each element

w of a particle W (l) as follows:

W (l)
w (t+ 1) =W (l)

w (t) + V (l)
w (t+ 1). (17)

This process is repeated until reaching convergence either by

attaining the maximum number of iterations or by reaching

the algorithm target (i.e., U1 ≤ −τNref ). Note that the target

U1 cannot be reached unless the cell capacity constraint is

satisfied which is the case thanks to the introduction of U2 in

(15). Finally, after convergence, the PSO solution is given by

W op = W global. Details of the proposed algorithm are given

in Algorithm 1. Although PSO’s application has been proved

to be effective, convergence to its most optimistic solution

cannot be guaranteed in theory [26].

Algorithm 1 PSO Algorithm for Base Station Deployment

Generate an initial population S composed of L random

particles W (l) of size (2NBS × 1), l = 1, · · · , L.

Umin
1 = 0, t = 1 and set U = U2 (i.e., use U2 as utility).

while Umin
1 > −τNref do

for l = 1, · · · , L do

Compute U (l)(t), ∀l = 1, · · · , L.

end for

if argmin
l,t

U (l)(t) 6= 0 then

Find (lm, tm) = argmin
l,t

U (l)(t) where lm and tm

indicate the index and the position of the particle that

results in the lowest utility U . Then, set Umin =
U (lm)(tm) and W global = W (lm)(tm).
Find tlocal = argmin

t
U (l)(t) for each particle l where

tlocal indicates the position of the particle l that results

in the lowest local utility). Then, set U (l,local) =
U (l)(tlocal) and W (l,local) = W (l)(tlocal).
Adjust the velocities and positions of all particles using

equation (16) and (17), respectively.

else

U = U1 (i.e., switch the utility U to U1).

end if

t = t+ 1.

end while

2) Grey Wolf Optimizer for Cell Planning: GWO is a new

meta-heuristic algorithm proposed in [14]. It is inspired by

grey wolves and it mimics the leadership hierarchy and hunting

mechanism of grey wolves in nature. During an iteration,

the algorithm categorizes the candidates (i.e., grey wolves)

into four groups for simulating the leadership hierarchy: α
corresponds to the fittest solution, β and δ are the second and

third best solutions. Finally, ω are the remaining candidates

of the population. Also, the algorithm simulates the hunting,

searching for prey, encircling prey, and attacking prey of grey

wolves. The hunting corresponds to the position update of each

candidate from an iteration to another (e.g., in our framework,

it corresponds to the BS positions). It depends on the positions

of the best candidates α, β, and δ and is mathematically

modeled as follows:

W (l)(t+ 1) =
1

3

(

W
(l)
α1(t) +W

(l)
β2(t) +W

(l)
δ3 (t)

)

, (18)

where W
(l)
si (t) = W (l)

s (t) − AiAiAi · DsDsDs for (s, i) ∈
{(α, 1), (β, 2), (δ, 3)} and DsDsDs = |CiCiCi · W

(l)
s (t) − W (l)(t)|.

These equations model the encircling behavior of the prey. AiAiAi

and CiCiCi are two coefficients vectors calculated as follows:

AiAiAi = 2aaa · r1r1r1 − aaa, and, CiCiCi = 2 · r2r2r2, (19)

where the components of the vector aaa are linearly decreased

from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations and r1r1r1 and r2r2r2 are

vectors randomly generated between [0, 1]. The notation (xxx.yyy)
corresponds to the vector dot product. AiAiAi and CiCiCi influence

the exploration for a better solution and are used to model

the search for the prey while aaa is used to model the attacking

behavior (i.e., approaching the prey) as it decreases over the

course of iterations. To sum up, the search process in the

GWO algorithm, starts with creating a random population of L
candidate solutions. Over the course of iterations, α, β, and δ
candidates estimate the probable position of the solution. Each

candidate solution updates its distance using (18). The GWO

algorithm is terminated by reaching the maximum number of

iterations or satisfying the constraints (see [14]). Applied to

our framework, we follow a procedure similar to the one used

with PSO: we start by optimizing U2 then U1. Details of the

proposed GWO algorithm are provided in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 GWO for Base Station Deployment

Generate an initial population S composed of L random

particles W (l) of size (2NBS × 1), l = 1, · · · , L.

Uα
1 = 0, t = 1 and set U = U2 (i.e., use U2 as utility).

while Uα
1 > −τNref do

for l = 1, · · · , L do

Compute U (l)(t), ∀l = 1, · · · , L.

end for

Find candidates Wα(t) and its utility Uα(t).
Update the positions of the candidates using (18) and

compute the corresponding utilities.

if Uα(t) 6= 0 then

Find candidates Wβ(t) and Wδ(t) and their corre-

sponding utilities Uβ(t) and U δ(t).
else

U = U1 (i.e., switch the utility U to U1).

end if

t = t+ 1.

end while

B. Algorithm for Elimination of Redundant Base Stations

In this step and after fixing the locations of the BSs using

the meta-heuristic algorithm, we focus on the elimination of

redundant BSs. A BS is considered useless if, when it is

turned off, none of the cell capacity and coverage constraints

is violated. In other words, if the absence of a BS affects

at least one of the optimization problem constraints, the BS

has to be kept and assumed indispensable for a safe network

operation. In order to achieve this goal, we need to optimize

the binary vector ǫ of size (NBS × 1) and find the optimal BS

combination that does not affect the achieved meta-heuristic

algorithm performance. Thus, we start by assuming that all

BSs are placed in the area of interest (i.e., ǫ = [1, · · · , 1]).
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Then, we eliminate BS by BS and check, at each time,

whether the problem constraints remain satisfied or not. If

a BS j degrades the problem performance, then it cannot be

eliminated and ǫj remains 1. Otherwise, the algorithm assumes

that BS j may be eliminated and places it in a set, denoted E .

After checking all BSs, the algorithm only needs to focus on

the set E to identify the BSs that can be safely and completely

eliminated and then set their corresponding ǫj to 0.

It is not correct to eliminate all BSs in E simultaneously.

Indeed, it may happen that two or more BSs in E support each

other to maintain the coverage and/or cell capacity constraints.

Thus, only one of them can be eliminated. We propose that

this BS, denoted ĵ, corresponds to the one that has the smallest

impact on the number of served users as follows:

ĵ = argmax
j∈E

NArea
∑

i=1

NBS
∑

j=1,j 6=ĵ

(

NUBS

NS

NS
∑

s=1

ρs,i,j(W op)− ηDiA(i)

)

.

(20)

Note that we are actually sure that the term
∑NBS

j=1,

NUBS

NS

∑NS

s=1 ρs,i,j(W op) − ηDiA(i) ≥ 0, ∀i =
1, · · · , NArea as we have already achieved a feasible solution

with the planning algorithms proposed in Section III-A and

we are maintaining in E only the BSs that do not violate

the problem constraints. The procedure is repeated with the

remaining BSs in E until obtaining the final BS combination.

Details of the redundant BS elimination algorithm are given

in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Iterative Algorithm for Redundant Base Station

Elimination

t = 0.

Assume all BSs are activated ǫ(t) = [1, · · · , 1].
repeat

for j = 1, · · · , NBS do

Remove BS j ∈ E and define ǫ(j)(t) which is exactly

ǫ(t) with 0 in the jth position.

Check the cell capacity and coverage constrains as

expressed in (11) and (12), respectively.

if (11) and (12) are still satisfied then

BS j can be eliminated j ∈ E .

else

BS j cannot be eliminated.

end if

end for
Find BS ĵ such that:

ĵ = argmax
j∈E

NArea
∑

i=1

NBS
∑

j=1,j 6=ĵ

(

NUBS

NS

NS
∑

s=1

ρs,i,j (W op)− ηDiA(i)

)

.

BS ĵ is completely and safely eliminated, E = E\
{

ĵ
}

,

and ǫ(t+ 1) = ǫ(ĵ)(t).
t = t+ 1.

until E = ∅.

The final BS combination after network planning is ǫ(t).

Hence, the proposed planning approach consisted of two

steps: A dimensioning phase where we determined the radius

and number of BSs (RBS, NBS) needed for the operation of

the network and a BS deployment phase where we determined

their suboptimal locations (xxx,yyy) in the geographical area after

eliminating the eventual redundant BSs.

In practice, users can use different applications (e.g., voice,

data, multimedia, etc) and can be divided into multiple classes

with different expected data rates. Interestingly, the planning

approach can be extended to support multiple services with

different QoS requirements which are mainly treated in the

dimensioning phase. First, we perform the coverage dimen-

sioning phase by computing the MAPL in uplink and downlink

after establishing the radio link budget related to each service

i. Next, we identify the minimum MAPL (MAPLmin =
argminiMAPLi) and determine the corresponding base station

radius and thus the estimated number of base stations that are

needed to cover the area. Concerning the capacity dimension-

ing, we can compute the average target data rate threshold in

(2) as a weighted sum of the data rate threshold of each service

(
∑

i αiR
(DL)
th,i ) where αi reflects the percentage of subscribers

in the network using service i. Finally, we apply our planning

approach in order to place the base stations. Next, in the Monte

Carlo simulation, we place users following a given distribution

such that each user is using one of the services following the

occurrence probability of the service defined by αi. The outage

rate is determined by comparing the achieved data rate of each

user with the corresponding service data rate threshold.

IV. APPLICATIONS: GREEN PLANNING AND LOCATION

CONSTRAINTS

A. Green Planning with Temporal Traffic Considerations

In this section, we propose a planning method that takes

into account the temporal traffic variation. This method allows

mobile operators to forecast the switching on/off of BSs

according to known traffic behaviour changes, without the

need to assess the problem continuously. It consists of finding

the number of BSs per subarea needed to serve users in low

traffic periods (e.g., the night period) in addition to their

locations to ensure the coverage. Then, it determines the

locations of the additional BSs to be placed in the area in order

to fit higher traffic period constraints (e.g., the day period).

In the sequel, we will consider the Day/Night case but the

approach can be extended to a larger number of traffic density

levels (e.g., high, medium, low) that could happen any time

of the day, not just two levels (day, night). The algorithm is

executed as follows

• Step 1: The coverage and the cell capacity dimensioning

phase is performed to find the required number of BSs

NNight
BS needed for the night period.

• Step 2: The proposed method described in Section III is

employed in order to solve the optimization formulation

in (26) for the night traffic by optimization the locations

of the NNight
BS BSs denoted (xNxNxN , yNyNyN ).

• Step 3: The coverage and the cell capacity dimensioning

phase is again performed to find the required number of

BSs NDay
BS needed for the day period.

• Step 4: The proposed method described in Section III is

employed in order to solve the following constrained op-

timization problem for the day traffic by only optimizing

the locations of the new added BSs (i.e., NDay
BS −NNight

BS
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BSs) having as coordinates (xxx,yyy) and considering that

NNight
BS BSs obtained in Step 2 are already deployed:

Minimize
x,y,ǫ

N
Day
BS
∑

j=1

ǫj , (21)

Subject to:

N
Day
BS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

NUBS

NS
ρs,i,j

(

[xxx,xNxNxN ]T , [yyy,yNyNyN ]T
)

≥ ηDiA(i),

∀i = 1, · · · , NArea, (22)

Nref
∑

n=1

γn
(

[xxx,xNxNxN ]T , [yyy,yNyNyN ]T
)

≥ τNref . (23)

This green planning approach helps in ensuring energy saving

by identifying the BSs that will be always active on day and

night (referred to as the “night BSs”) and the BSs that need to

be activated only during the day (referred to as the “day BSs”)

to handle the increased traffic load, but can be switched off at

low traffic periods at night with respect to the user densities

in the subareas.

B. Planning Subject to Location Constraints

During the planning phase, mobile operators have to respect

some location constraints. Positions that are found through the

proposed approach may not be available for installing BSs

in real life due to several reasons. For example, the location

may fall in a private property, or restricted access area, or

radio-sensitive zones such as schools or hospitals. Thus, these

location constraints should be taken into account during the

planning phase. In this section, we exploit the efficiency of the

proposed method in order to perform the BS planning while

respecting this constraint which is expressed as follows

(xj , yj) /∈ SR, ∀j = 1, · · · , NBS, (24)

where SR denotes the restricted areas in the entire region

where BSs cannot be placed. In the context of radiation-

sensitive zones, the constraint can be defined such that the

total received power at each reference point n in this zone has

to be below a certain threshold. The total received power PRn

corresponds to the sum of power received from all BSs while

the power threshold Pth can be determined from [27]. Health

recommendations suggest that the median exposure in urban

areas be limited to 0.005 µW/cm2 and that 95% of the urban

population be exposed to less than 0.1 µW/cm2. Therefore, the

electromagnetic radiation constraint at each reference point n
can be written as follows:

PRn =

NBS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

Pj,s

PLj,s,n
≤ Pth, ∀n ∈ SR, (25)

where Pj,s is the BS j transmit power emitted by sector s
while PLj,s,n is the pathloss between sector s of BS j and

reference point n. Thus, the optimization problem to be solved

for the radiation-sensitive zone problem can be written as

follows:

Minimize
x,y,ǫ

NBS
∑

j=1

ǫj , (26)

Subject to:

NBS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

NUBS

NS
ρs,i,j(xxx,yyy) ≥ η(SR)DiA(i), ∀i = 1, · · · , NArea,

(27)

Nref
∑

n=1

γn (xxx,yyy) ≥ τ(SR)Nref , (28)

NBS
∑

j=1

NS
∑

s=1

Pj,s

PLj,s,n
≤ Pth, ∀n ∈ SR. (29)

Note that, in this problem, the coverage and capacity toler-

ances (i.e., τ and η) are now in function of the radiation free

zone SR and must be adapted to the new location constraint

as in some cases, the constraints can be contradictory. For

instance, if the radiation-sensitive zone is relatively large

comparing to the cell range, then some reference points will

not be covered. Thus, a particular choice of τ(SR) and η(SR)
could be τ(SR) = (1−|SR|) and η(SR) = 1/SR, respectively

where |SR| denotes the cardinality of the set SR and A(i)/SR

represents the set subtraction and corresponds to the area of

A(i) that does not intersect with SR.

The problem could be solved using the same method

described in Section III but by considering the new constraint.

This constraint can be converted to a utility function as it

is done in (14) and (15). The radiation-sensitive zone utility

achieved by particle l, U3
(l), can be then expressed as

U3
(l) = |SR| −NP , (30)

where NP denotes the number of reference points that satisfies

the constraint given in (25). Thus, the algorithm can be

executed to first minimize U3 until reaching zero, then it

switches the utility in order to optimize the cell capacity and

coverage constraints.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHOD

After deploying the LTE network BSs in their appropriate

locations according to Section III, we apply a Monte Carlo

simulation in order to investigate the impact of the proposed

cell planning approach on the uplink and downlink scheduling

while taking intercell interference into account, thus measuring

the efficiency of the proposed scheme in realistic scenarios

similar to those adopted in the literature, e.g., [28]–[30].

In each realization, we distribute NU users following the

distributions defined for each subarea i of the geographical

area. Then, we verify whether a user u is served successfully

or not by comparing their achieved data rates, denoted Ru
(DL)

and Ru
(UL), to the target data rate thresholds, denoted Rth

(DL)

and Rth
(UL), for the DL and UL directions, respectively. The

objective is to determine the average outage rate which has to

be in harmony with the imposed tolerance during the planning

phase. In order to compute the data rates, we need to define

the channel gain over RB r between user u and sector s of
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BS j as follows:

Hu,r,s,j,dB = (−κ−υ log10 du,j)− ξu,r,s,j +10 log10 Fu,r,s,j .
(31)

In (31), the first term captures the propagation loss, with κ
the pathloss constant, du,j the distance in km from user u to

BS j, and υ the path loss exponent. The second term, ξu,r,s,j ,

captures log-normal shadowing with zero-mean and a standard

deviation σξ, whereas the last term, Fu,r,s,j , corresponds to

the Rayleigh fading with a Rayleigh parameter ā (usually

selected such that E[ā2] = 1). Note that in the radio link

budget presented in Table I, we compensate for shadowing

effects using two power margins (slow fading margin and

shadowing handover gain); the values of the power margins

are determined based on the shadowing statistics. This is the

common approach used by cellular operators in their link

budget analysis to capture statistical variations. However, the

channel model in the Monte-Carlo simulations includes both

shadowing and fast fading to verify that the planning method’s

outcome is able indeed to meet the target performance re-

quirements.In the sequel, in order to differentiate between UL

and DL RBs, the notation H
(UL)
u,r,s,j and H

(DL)
u,r,s,j will be used,

respectively.

A. Downlink and Uplink Data Rates

Letting I
(DL)
RB,u the set of RBs allocated to user u in the DL,

N
(DL)
RB the total number of DL RBs, Pr the power transmitted

by a BS over RB r, and Pmax the maximum transmission

power of BS j. Then, the OFDMA throughput of user u in

the DL direction is given by:

R(DL)
u (P tx

j,max, I
(DL)
RB,u) =

∑

r∈I(DL)
RB,u

B
(DL)
RB · log2

(

1 + Γ
(DL)
u,r,s,j

)

,

(32)

where Γ
(DL)
u,r,s,j is the SINR of user u over RB r in cell sector

s of BS j, and B
(DL)
RB is the RB bandwidth. It is expressed as:

B
(DL)
RB =

B(DL)

N
(DL)
RB

, (33)

with B(DL) the total usable DL bandwidth, and N
(DL)
RB the

total number of DL RBs. In this paper, we consider equal

power transmission over the RBs, i.e., for all r, we have:

Pr =
Pmax

N
(DL)
RB

. (34)

The DL-SINR of user u over RB r in BS j, Γ
(DL)
u,r,s,j , is given

by:

Γ
(DL)
u,r,s,j =

PrG
BS
u,s,jG

MSH
(DL)
u,r,s,j

I
(DL)
r,u + σ2

r,u

, (35)

where σ2
r,u is the noise power over RB r in the receiver of

user u and is considered constant and equal to (KTBRB)
where K is the Boltzmann constant and T is the ambient

temperature (300 Kelvin), GMS is the omnidirectional antenna

gain of the MS, and GBS
u,s,j is the BS antenna gain which is

modeled as proposed in [31] and with simplification intro-

duced in [32] as

GBS
u,s,j = 10

−1.2

(

pv

(

θu,s,j−θs

φv

)2
+ph

(

ψu,s,j−ψs

φs,h

)2
)

, (36)

where θu,s,j = arctan( hBS

du,j
) is the vertical angle in degrees

from sector s of BS j to user u. The ψu,s,j is horizontal

angle in degrees on sector s of BS j and user u with respect

to positive x-axis. Subscripts h and v denote horizontal and

vertical respectively. Thus, ph and pv represent weighting

factors for the horizontal and vertical beam pattern of the

antenna in 3D antenna model [31], respectively. Note that

for the practical cellular antennas the relationship between

the horizontal beamwidth of sector antenna and the number

of sectors per site can modeled as φs,h = 360
µNS

where µ is

a factor representing overlap between the sectors. Finally, θs
and φs represent the tilt and the azimuth angles of sector s,
respetively, while φv denotes the vertical beamwidth of the

antenna. In (35), I
(DL)
r,u is the interference on RB r measured

at the receiver of user u. The expression of the interference is

given by:

Ir,u =

NBS
∑

k=1,k 6=j

(

NU
∑

v=1

λ
(DL)
v,r,k

)

PrG
BS
u,s,kG

MSH
(DL)
u,r,s,k, (37)

where λ
(DL)
v,r,k = 1 if DL RB r is allocated to user v in cell k,

i.e., r ∈ I
(DL)
RB,v . Otherwise, λv,r,k = 0. In each cell, an LTE

RB, and hence the subcarriers constituting that RB, can be

allocated to a single user at a given time transmission interval.

Hence, in each cell k, we have:
NU
∑

v=1

λ
(DL)
v,r,k ≤ 1. (38)

Concerning the UL direction, assume that I
(UL)
RB,u the set of

UL RBs allocated to user u, N
(UL)
RB the total number of RBs in

the UL, and P
(MS)
u the total transmit power of user u. Then,

the SC-FDMA throughput of user u in the UL direction is

given by:

R(UL)
u (P (MS)

u , I
(UL)
RB,u) =

B(UL)|I
(UL)
RB,u|

N
(UL)
RB

log2

(

1 + Γ(UL)
u (P (MS)

u , I
(UL)
RB,u)

)

, (39)

where B(UL) is the total UL bandwidth, |I
(UL)
RB,u| is the cardi-

nality of I
(UL)
RB,u and N

(UL)
RB is the number of UL RBs. Finally,

Γ
(UL)
u (P

(MS)
u , I

(UL)
RB,u) is the SINR of user u after Minimum

Mean Squared Error (MMSE) frequency domain equalization
at the receiver [33]:

Γ(UL)
u (P (MS)

u , I
(UL)
RB,u) =



















1

1

|I
(UL)
RB,u|

∑

r∈I
(UL)
RB,u

Γ
(UL)
u,r,s,j

Γ
(UL)
u,r,s,j + 1

− 1



















−1

.

(40)

In (40), Γ
(UL)
u,r,s,j is the UL SINR of user u over RB r served

by sector s of BS j. It is given by:

Γ
(UL)
u,r,s,j =

P
(UL)
u,r,j G

BS
u,s,jG

MSH
(UL)
u,r,s,j

I
(UL)
r,j + σ2

r,j

, (41)

where H
(UL)
u,r,s,j is the channel gain between user u and BS j

over RB r, σ2
r,j is the noise power over subcarrier r at BS j,

P
(UL)
u,r,j is the power transmitted by user u over subcarrier r in
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BS j, and I
(UL)
r,j is the UL interference on RB r, measured at

BS j. The expression of the interference is given by:

I
(UL)
r,j =

NBS
∑

k=1,k 6=j

NU
∑

v=1

λ
(UL)
v,r,kP

(UL)
v,r,kG

BS
v,s,jG

MSH
(UL)
v,r,s,j , (42)

where λ
(UL)
v,r,k = 1 if RB r is allocated to user v served by BS

k, i.e., r ∈ I
(UL)
RB,v . Otherwise, λ

(UL)
v,r,k = 0. The LTE standard

imposes the constraint that the RBs allocated to a single user

should be consecutive with equal power allocation over the

RBs [34], [35]. Hence, we set:

P
(UL)
u,r,j =

P
(MS)
u

|I
(UL)
RB,u|

. (43)

B. Admission Control and Resource Allocation

We assume that the subcarriers constituting a single RB are

subjected to the same fading and hence the channel gain on

the subcarriers of a single RB is considered to be the same. In

addition, the fading is assumed to be independent identically

distributed (iid) across RBs [36]. In accordance with the radio

link budgets given in Table I (i.e., computation of the thermal

noise), we allocate one UL RB and one DL RB for each user.

Note that the proposed method can indeed be applied with any

scheduling algorithm.

Hence, when a user u joins the network, it is associated

with sector s∗ of cell j∗ and the DL RB for which the RB

r∗(DL) satisfy:

(r∗(DL), s∗, j∗) = arg max
(r,s,j)



1−
U
∑

v=1;v 6=u

λ
(DL)
v,r,j



H
(DL)
u,r,s,j .

(44)

Then, for the UL, it is allocated the RB in sector s∗ of cell

j∗ for which the RB r∗(UL) satisfies:

r∗(UL) = argmax
r



1−
U
∑

v=1;v 6=u

λ
(UL)
v,r,j∗



H
(UL)
u,r,s∗,j∗ . (45)

In (44) and (45), the first factor in the multiplication indicates

that the search is on the RBs that are not yet allocated to other

users. Then, the rates (32) and (39) are computed. We start by

allocating DL subcarriers first in order to save BS power usage

since usually the DL traffic is much heavier than UL traffic.

Finally, a user u is considered to be successfully served if

the following conditions are satisfied:
{

R
(UL)
u ≥ R

(UL)
th

R
(DL)
u ≥ R

(DL)
th

(46)

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, after detailing the system parameters, we an-

alyze the performance of the BS deployment method presented

in Section III. Then, we study the performance of the proposed

scheme considering the existence of femtocells, using the

green planning and the radiation-sensitive zone problems.

A. Simulation Model

We consider a 10× 10 (km2) LTE coverage area where we

aim to deploy a certain number of three sector antenna BSs

Table I: Radio link budgets

TABLE II: Channel and power parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

κ (dB) −128.9 υ 34.4

σξ (dB) 8 N
(x)
RB 50

B
(x) (MHz) 10 B

(x)
sub(kHz) 15

BS power (dBm) 46 MS power (dBm) 23

(NS = 3) in order to cover the whole area while respecting

the cell capacity constraints in the given subareas. The initial

number of BSs to be deployed NBS, the cell range RBS, and

the number of users that can be served by a BS simultaneously

NUBS
are computed after elaborating the dimensioning phase

as described in Section II-A using the DL and UL budgets

given in Table I(a) and Table I(b), respectively, and the COST-

231-HATA propagation model [19]. From these tables and for

a frequency carrier equal to 1.8 GHz, hBS = 40 m, and

hMS = 1.5 m, we find that RBS = 1.2 km. We assume

that the target data rate in UL direction is 64 kbps while,

in the DL, the required data rate is 1 Mbps for each user.

In addition, we assume that the system bandwidth is equal to
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TABLE III STUDIED SCENARIOS AND THE CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCE

Scenarios NU NArea Subarea Description NBS

∑NBS

j=1
ǫj Outage rate

PSO GWO PSO GWO

Subarea 1 is uniformly distributed,

Subarea 2 is normally distributed

Scenario A 2000 2 reaching its maximum at (5 km, 5 km) 42 41 41 0.5% 0.62%
(A(1), D1) = (65 km2, 40%)
(A(2), D2) = (35 km2, 60%)

Subarea 1 is uniformly distributed,

Scenario B 2000 2 Subarea 2 is uniformly distributed 42 40 40 0.3% 0.36%
(A(1), D1) = (65 km2, 40%)
(A(2), D2) = (35 km2, 60%)

All subareas are uniformly distributed

(A(1), D(1)) = (33.3 km2, 35%)
Scenario C 1000 4 (A(2), D(2)) = (16.6 km2, 40%) 33 33 33 0.21% 0.26%

(A(3), D(3)) = (16.6 km2, 5%)
(A(4), D(4)) = (33.3 km2, 20%)

B = 10 MHz while the DL spectral efficiency is fixed to be

1.74 (bit/s/Hz/cell) using 2×2 MIMO [16]. Thus, NUBS
= 51

users per 3-sector BS.

The GWO and PSO algorithms are applied under the following

settings: the initial population size is set to L = 12 while the

tolerances η and τ are set to η = τ = 98%. Also for PSO,

we define Vmax as the maximum achieved velocity in (16)
(

i.e., V
(l)
w ∈ [−Vmax, Vmax]

)

. Indeed, this restriction is placed

to enforce the limitation that a particle does not exceed a

certain acceleration. We choose Vmax = 500 meters in order to

limit the movement of BSs from an iteration to another. The

power and channel parameters are detailed in Table II and are

obtained from [37], [38].

B. Performance of the Proposed Planning Approach

In our simulation results, we start by investigating the per-

formance of the proposed approach using the PSO algorithm.

We consider two scenarios, Scenario A and B as describes

Table III, where in Scenario A we assume that the users in

subarea 1 representing 60% of the total number of users are

normally distributed with a concentration in the center of the

area. Then, the number of users is reduced with a standard

deviation of 1275 meter. However, in Scenario B, the users

are uniformly distributed in subarea 1. In Fig. 2, we compare

between the results obtained for both scenarios: Scenario A

(i.e., Fig. 2(a)) and Scenario B (i.e., Fig. 2(b)). Although

we are considering the same subareas and the same number

of users, results show that the number of BSs required to

fulfill the problem constraints is 41 for Scenario A and 40
for Scenario B with one extra BS for Scenario A. We also

notice that Scenario A presents a higher BS density in subarea

1 compared to Scenario B. Indeed, the algorithm adapts

its BS distribution to the user density without affecting the

coverage constraint. Also, the outage rate for both scenarios

is low around 0.5% and 0.3% for Scenario A and Scenario B,

respectively.

The BSs in the boundary play an important role as they

contribute in serving users in multiple subareas. We notice that,

for the Gaussian scenario, the boundary BSs placed in subarea

2 contribute more in serving users placed in subarea 1 than

the uniform scenario, since the user density in the boundary

is very low for Scenario A.

C. Comparison between PSO and GWO

In Scenario C, the area of interest is divided into 4 subareas

and users are uniformly distributed according to different

densities as indicates Table III. In order to fulfill both con-

straints and serve the 1000 users that are communicating

simultaneously, 33 three sector antenna BSs are placed as it is

shown in Fig. 3. We can clearly see that the number of BSs

placed in each subarea is proportional to the corresponding

user density: around 11 and 7 BSs are placed in subarea 1
and subarea 2, respectively, while 4 and 11 are deployed in

subarea 3 and subarea 4. Subarea 2 presents the highest user

density with 24 users/km2 while the density in subarea 3 is

only 3 users/km2. Note that subarea 3 requires only 4 BSs

to cover its surface and serve its users whereas 7 BSs are

needed to satisfy the user density constraint in subarea 2.

However, for subarea 4, the number of BSs is mainly related

to the coverage constraint since according to the capacity

dimensioning phase in this subarea 3 BSs are enough to

serve the 200 users in that area. The Monte Carlo simulation

indicates that the percentage of users in outage is around

0.21% and 0.26% for PSO and GWO, respectively, which

respects the desired QoS. This proves the efficiency of the

proposed practical meta-heuristic methods. We notice that both

algorithms provide almost the same BS locations with minor

differences. However, we can see through Fig. 4 that PSO

algorithm is faster than GWO in terms of convergence speed.

Indeed, GWO requires an exploration phase before it starts

converging to its solutions which might require a relatively

important number of iterations. Furthermore, by experiments

and for large number of realizations, PSO algorithm is able

to achieve easily the target utility for τ = 98% while GWO

might miss the target for around 20% of the realizations. In

other words, the convergence rate of PSO in cell planning is

significantly higher than that of GWO algorithm.

PSO and GWO are two meta-heuristic algorithms where

the exact number of iterations needed to reach the solution

is arbitrary and depends on the studied scenario. However,
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Fig. 2: Comparison between (a) Scenario A and (b) Scenario B using PSO algorithm (BS: square, MS: dot, BS sector:

arrow).
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Fig. 3: Comparison between (a) PSO and (b) GWO for Scenario C (BS: square, MS: dot, BS sector: arrow).
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Fig. 4: Convergence speed with L = 12.

the computational complexity per iteration can be deter-

mined. According to (16) and (17), PSO needs to calculate

10 multiplications and 10 additions for every BS position

(xj(t), yj(t)). Hence, 10LNBS multiplications and 10LNBS

additions are calculated every iteration whereas GWO calcu-

lates 13LNBS multiplications and 11LNBS additions according

to (18) and (19). In our simulation results, we assumed that

both algorithms are executed at most 2000 iterations and are

stopped if coverage and cell capacity constraints are satisfied

τ = 98%. Thus, the utilities are computed at most 2000 × L
times. For 200 realizations, L = {12, 24} and NBS = 33
and for Scenario C, results show that on average PSO is

faster than GWO and requires less time to converge as it is

shown in Table IV; in Table IV, we compute the CPU time in

seconds of all algorithms and record the iteration where the

algorithm satisfies both constraints (denoted as I∗). Increasing

the number of particles L would enhance the convergence

speed of the algorithms. In fact, PSO and GWO are able

to achieve their solutions with a lower number of iterations

but they require more CPU time as they need to perform

more operations during each iteration. For instance, on average

with L = 12, PSO performs 67800 multiplications while with

L = 24, it needs 97680 multiplications to converge. Similar

remarks can be noticed for GWO.

We also compare the performance of the proposed meta-

heuristic approaches with SA [15]. In the traditional SA, one
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BS is perturbed at each iteration. In our simulations, in order

to enhance the speed of SA, we select a random integer N
between 1 and NBS, and then randomly we select N out of the

NBS BSs to update their locations, then we move each of these

N BSs by a random perturbation that does not exceed Vmax.

Results show that SA presents similar convergence speed as

PSO in the beginning but faces difficulties to achieve the target

as the number of iterations increases. Then, its convergence

speed becomes very slow as it is shown in Fig. 4. On the other

hand, it is considered faster than PSO and GWO in terms of

CPU time as it performs 2000 iterations in 415 seconds. This

is due to the fact that SA requires on average NBS additions

and NBS multiplications per iteration only. Note that all tests

were performed on a desktop machine featuring an Intel Xeon

CPU and running Windows 7 Professional. The clock of the

machine is set to 2.66 GHz with a 48 GB memory.

TABLE IV: Measured CPU running time in seconds for the

various considered algorithms

CPU time I∗

PSO (L = 12) 255 565

PSO (L = 24) 344 407

GWO (L = 12) 368 986

GWO (L = 24) 516 821

SA 415 2000

D. LTE Networks with Femtocell Access Points

We extend the implementation of the proposed planning

approach to take into account the presence of femtocell access

points (FAPs) that can offload some amount of the traffic

from the cellular network. We consider Scenario C and place

100 FAPs uniformly over the area. The maximum range of

a FAP is set to be 10 meters and each FAP is assumed

to simultaneously serve at maximum 10 subscribers of the

cellular network. We execute the proposed approach using

the PSO algorithm. In this case, the FAPs are considered

already deployed and the problem consists in finding the
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Fig. 5: LTE network scenario with femtocell access points:

(BS: square, FAP: circle, BS sector: arrow).

BS locations taking into account the contribution of FAPs

in serving users. Fig. 5 plots the positions of BSs using the

proposed cell planning approach. It shows that 31 BSs are

deployed instead of 33 as it is given in Fig. 3(a). Indeed,

in low density subareas, the number of BSs is the same for

both cases, since it corresponds to the number of BSs needed

to maintain the coverage constraint per each subarea; with

a 10 meter range, FAP do not provide any enhancement in

terms of total coverage. On the other hand, the number of

BSs in subarea 2 is reduced and two BSs are eliminated as

their presence is compensated by the existence of FAPs which

can offload some users in that subarea.

E. LTE Heterogeneous Networks

We propose to apply our proposed planning approach for

two-tier hetnet networks where macrocell BSs and small cell

BSs co-exist. In this approach, we propose to:

(i) first apply the planning approach described in Section III

for tri-sector macrocell BSs only until satisfying coverage and

cell capacity constraints.

(ii) Then, we apply the planning approach considering small

cell BSs equipped with omnidirectional antennas (antenna gain

12 dBi) only till satisfying the cell capacity constraint per each

subarea. In fact, it is inefficient to deploy small cell BSs to

ensure connectivity over the area especially in low density and

rural zones due to their low coverage range (e.g., 260 meters

in our case).

(iii) Finally, we place all BSs obtained from (i) and (ii) and

apply the BS elimination algorithm in order to remove all

redundant BSs.

In Fig. 6, we show the obtained BS locations using the

approach described above. 2000 users are distributed following

a bimodal distribution consisting of a mixture of two truncated

normal distributions centered in the points (4 km,7 km) and

(7 km,2.5 km) with variances 1.3 km and 1 km, respectively.

The weight is set to 0.6. We can clearly see, that in the rural

subarea where only 7% of the users exist, only macrocell BSs

are deployed to satisfy the coverage constraints and all the
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small cell BSs are eliminated while in high density subarea

macrocell BSs are placed and small cell BSs are deployed to

fulfill the cell capacity constraints. Notice that the proposed

approach adapted the BSs distribution to the given user traffic

distribution as there is an important concentration of small

cell BSs in both hotspot areas. These small cell BSs could be

switched on/off depending on traffic load variation in order to

reduce the overall network energy consumption.

F. Green Planning

In this problem, we consider Scenario A by assuming that

200 users are connecting at night while during day we assume

that the number of users increases to 2000. During the night

planning phase, we can see in Fig. 7 that the number of

deployed BSs corresponds to the number of BSs required to

ensure full coverage as the number of users is very low during

this non-peak period. However, during the day, we can see that

the BSs that are already deployed in subarea 1 are enough to

serve the 40% of total users whereas the mobile operator needs

to activate 14 BSs placed around the center of the Gaussian

hotspot in order to satisfy the QoS of the subscribers.

G. Planning with Location Constraints

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed

method presented in Section III, we consider a typical uniform

user distribution over the area and we consider that placing

BSs is prohibited in the central area (colored in red in

Fig. 8(a)) of size 4×4 km2 where the received power level at

each point in that area has to be less than −60 dBm. We can

clearly see that the proposed method converges to the case

where the BS placement follows the input user distribution

while respecting the electromagnetic radiation constraint by

locating the 27 BSs outside the radiation free zone as it is

shown in Fig. 8(b). We can see the difference with the non-

location constraint problem where the 30 BSs are allowed to

be placed anywhere in the area and almost having the same

locations as the black BSs mainly in the area boundaries.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient planning method

for 4G-LTE networks in order to deploy base stations while

respecting two major constraints: the coverage and cell ca-

pacity constraints by taking into account several subareas

characterized by different user densities, uplink and downlink

directions, LTE resource allocation, and intercell interference.

The proposed approach starts by performing a typical coverage

and dimensioning phase. Then, it employs a meta-heuristic

algorithm to find the optimal BS locations that fulfill the sys-

tem constraints. Finally, it eliminates eventual redundant base

stations to keep the minimum number of base stations required

to ensure a safe network operation. Using Monte Carlo simu-

lations, we have investigated the performance of our proposed
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scheme where we computed the average number of users in

outage. We showed that it provides a very low outage rate and

respects the desired network quality of service. Furthermore,

we showed that the PSO algorithm outperforms the GWO

algorithm in terms of convergence speed and convergence

rate. Finally, we adapted our proposed method to perform

a green planning that considers day/night traffic variation in

order to provide energy savings and a planning with location

constraint problem due to electromagnetic radiation limitation.

We believe that the proposed 4G cell planning approach will be

also useful for the development of planning algorithms for 5G

networks, especially that we capture emerging aspects such as

dynamic load variations, green considerations, heterogeneous

networks and femtocell deployments.
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